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ON A CLASS OF TRANSFORMATION GROUPS.* 

By ANDREW Al. GLEASON and RICHARD S. PALAIS. 

In order to apply our rather deep understanding of the structure of Lie 
groups to the study of transformation groups it is natural to try to single 
out a class of transformation groups which are in some sense naturally Lie 
groups. In this paper we iiltroduce such a class and commence their study. 

In Section 1 the inotioni of a l,ie transformation group is introduced. 
Roughly, these are grouips II of homeomorphismlls of a space X which admit 
a Lie group) topology which is stronlg enough to make the evaluation mapping 
(ht, x) ->h (x) of II X X into X continuous, yet weak enough so that H gets 
all the onie-parameter subgroups it deserves by virtue of the way it acts on X 
(see the definiition of admissibly weak below). Such a topology is uniquely 
determined if it exists and our efforts are in the main concerned with the 
questioni of wheni it exists anid how onie may effectively put one's hands on it 
wlheil it does. A niatural candidate for this so-called Lie topology is of 
course the compact-open topology for H. However, if one considers the 
example of a dense one-parameter subgroup H of the torus X acting on X 
by translation, it appears that this is not the general answer. In this example 
if we modifyv the compact-open topology by adding to the open sets all their 
arc componlents (getting in this way what we call the modified compact-open 
topology), we get the Lie topology of HI. That this is a fairly general fact 
is onie of our maini results (Theorem 5. 14). The latter theorem moreover 
shows that the reason that the compact-open topology was not good enough 
in the above example is connected with the fact that H was not closed in 
the group of all homeomorphisms of X, relative to the compact-open topology. 
Theorem 5. 14 also states that for a large class of interestinig cases the weak- 
ness condition for a Lie topology is redundant. 

The remainder of the paper is concerned with developing a certain 
criterion for deciding when a topological group is a Lie group and applying 
this criterion to derive a general necessary and sufficient conldition for groups 
of homeomorphisms of locally compact, locally connected finite dimensional 
metric spaces to be Lie transformiiation grouips. The criterion is remarkable 
in that local compactness is niot one of the assumptions. It states in fact 
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that a locally arewise connected topological group is a Lie group provided 
that its compact metrizable subspaces are of bounded dimension. 

1. Lie transformation groups. Let G be a topological group and X 
a topological space. By an action of G on X we mean a homomorphism 
0: g -->O., of G into the group of homeomorphisms of X such that the map 
(g, x) -->, (x) of G X X into X is continuous. If II is a group of homeo- 
morphisms of X, then a topology for H will be called admissibly strong if it 
renders the map (h, x) -*7 h (x) of H X X-- X continuous. We note that 
we do not demand of an admissibly strong topology that it make II a 
topological group; however if H is a topological group in a given topology, 
then clearly that topology is admissibly strong if anid only if it makes the 
identity map of H on itself an action of H on X. Moreover if we deinote 
by R the additive grouip of real numbers then: 

1. 1. PROPOSITION. Let II be a topological group whose underlying 
group is a group of homzeomorphisms of a space X. If the topology of El is 
.admissibly strontg, thten ea-ch one-paraanieter sutbgroup of II is an action of 
R on X. 

We shall call a topology for a group II of homeomorphisms of a space 
X admissibly weak if every action of R on X whose range is in H is a 
continuous map of R into II with respect to this topology. Again we ilote 
that an admissibly weak topology for H is not required to make II a 
topological group. However from 1. 1 and the definition of admissibly weak 
we clearly have: 

1. 2. PROPOSITION. Let H be a topological gr0oup whose underlying 
group is a group of homeomorphismis of a space X. If the topology for II 
is both admissibly weak and admissibly strong then the one-parameter sub- 
groups of H are exactly the actions of R on X whose ranges lie in H. 

The terminology 'admissibly strong' and 'admissibly weak' is justified 
by the following trivial observation. 

1. 3. PROPOSITION. Let H be a group of homeomorphisms of a space X. 
A topology for H which is stronger (weaker) than an admissibly strong 
(weak) topology is itself admissibly strong (weak). 

Some authors use the term admissible for topologies that we call admis- 
sibly strong. For this reason we shall not succumb to the temptation of 
calling admissible those topologies which are at once admissibly strong and 
admissibly weak. 
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1. 4. Definition. Let H be a group of homeomorphisms of a space X. 
A Lie topology for H is a topology for H which is both admissiblly strong 
a-nd admissibly weak and which furthermore makes H a Lie group. 

The following well-known fact is an immediate consequence of the exis- 
tence of canonical coordinate systems of the second kind in Lie groups. 

1. 5. LEMMA. Let G and H be Lie groups and h a homomorphism of 
the underlying group of G into the tnderlying group of H. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for h to be continuous is that h o 4 be a one parameter 
subgroup of H whenever 0 is a one-parameter subgroup of G. In particular, 
if G and II have the same underlying group and the same one-parameter 
subgroups, they are identical. 

The following proposition follows directly from 1, 2, 1. 5, and the 
(lefinition of a Lie topology. 

1. 6. PROPOSITION. A group of homeomorphisms of a topological space 
admits at most one Lie topology. 

1. 7. Definition. A group of homeomorphisms of a topological space X 
will be called a Lie transformation group of X if it admits a Lie topology. 

The unique Lie topology for a Lie transformation group G will be called 
the Lie topology for G and properties meaningful for a Lie group when 
used in reference to G are to be interpreted relative to its Lie topology. 

2. A theorem on arcwise connected spaces. A theorem somewhat more 
general than the next lemma is proved on page 115 of [6], and a still more 
general result is indicated in exercise 7, page 80 of [8]. 

2. 1. LEMMA. A partitioning of the tinit interval into at most count- 
ably many disjoint closed sets is trivial, i. e., contains only one element. 

2. 2. THEOREM. A partitioning of an arcwise connected space X into 
at most countably many disjoint closed sets is trivial. 

Proof. Let {En} be such a partitioning and let p, q E X. We must 
show that p and q are in the same E.n. Let f be a continuous map of the 
unit interval into X such that f(O) = p and f (1) = q. Applying the lemma 
to the partitioning {f1 (EIJ) } of the unit interval we see that for some n 
f1 (E.) is the entire unit interval. Hence p = f(0) and q = f(1) belong 
to En. 
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3. Making a topology locally arcwise connected. Most, if Inot all, of 
the results of this section are known, but they belong to the realm of folk- 
theorems and are apparently not easily available in the literature. 

Let (X, 5) be a topological space (i.e., Z7 a set and 5 a topology for 
X) and let 0 be the set of arc components of all open subspaces of (XV, 5). 
Suppose B1 and B2 are elements of 6 and let B- be an arc component of 
i E 5. Then if p E B1 n B2, the arc component of p in 6, nf 2, which 

belongs to X, is clearly a subset of B, n B. Thus B1 n B2 is a union of 
sets from 0 and hence 0 is a base for a new topologgy 'h (5) for XV which 
is clearly stronger than 5. 

3. 1. Definition. We define an operation 9I. on topologies as follows: 
if 5 is a topology for a set X then 9n (5) is the topology for A- which has 
as a base all arc components of open subspaces of (X, 5). 

The following theorem summarizes some of the most importanit prop- 
erties of the operation Wi. 

3. 2. THEOREM. Let (,Y, 5) be a topological space. 

(1) If 5f satisfies the fir-st axiom of countability, so does '1h(S). 

(2) If Z is a locally arcwise connected space and f is a function frsom 
Z into X continuous r-elative to the topology 5, th,en f is also continiuous 
relative to 'hi(S). In particular (X, 5) and (X,%1(51)) har.!e the sami7e 
arcs. 

(3) (X, 'hi(S)) is locally arcwise connected, and in fact 91(57) can) 
be characterized as th.e weakest locally arcwise connected topology for X 
twhich is stronger than 5. Hence *h is idem,potent. 

(4) The components of an open subset of (X, chi(5)) are just its frc 
components whet regarded as a subspace of (IV, 5). In particular the com71- 

ponents of (V, 91 (5)) are the arc components of (X, 5). 

(5) If I is a group and (X, 5) a topological group, then (IX, 91 (5)) 
is also a topological group and it has the saime otne-parameter subgroups as 

(XI,5). 

Proof. Given x I X and a countable base (O0n} for the 5-neighborhoods 
of x we get a countable base { n}') for the 91(5)-neighborhoods of x by 
taking On' to be the arc comuonent of x in 0, (relative to the topology 
5, of course). This proves (1). 
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Let . be the set of all arc components of open subspaces of (X, 5) 
so that by definition 6 is a base for 9fl (5). 

Suppose f is a function from the locally arcwise connected space Z into 
X which is continuous relative to 5. Given B C 6 we will show that 
f-1 (B) is open in Z which will prove (2). By definition of 6 we can choose 
e C 7 such that B is aln arc component of V. Given pE f-I (B) let TV be 
the arc component of p in f-1 (0). Then f (W) is arewise connected, 
included in 0, anld meets B at f(p) ; hence f(W) C B. Since Z is locally 
arewise connected and f-1(6) is open, W is open. Thus a neighborhood of 
p is included in f-' (B) so f1 (B) is openi. 

Next let B C S. By definition of X, B is arewise connected when 
regarded as a subspace of (X, 5). Hence by (2) B is an arewise connected 
subspace of (X, 971(5)). Thus 'ill(S) has a base consisting of arewise 
connected sets so, by definition, 'ill(5) is locally arewise connected. Since 
every V C S is the unionl of its arc components and hence belongs to 97l (5) 
it follows that 9n (5) is stronger than S. Suppose 5' is a locally arcwise 
topology for X stronger thani S. Then the identity mapping f of Z = (X, 5') 
into (X, 5) is continluous and hence, by (2), f is a continuous map of Z 
into (X, 9'n(S)), i.e., 5' is stronger that chi (5r). This proves (3). 

If V is an open subspace of (X,%n(5r)) then, since cht(S) is locally 
arewise connected, the componeilts of V are the same as the arc components 
of V. On the other hand, by (2), the arc comiiponenits of V are the same 
whether V is regarded as a subspace of (X, 5) or (X, 97l (5)). This 
proves (4). 

Finally, suppose that X is a group and let f be the map (x, y) e ->y-1 of 
X X X-- X. If (X, 5) is a topological group then f is a continuous map 
of (X, 5f) X (X, 5) -> (X, 5) and a fortiori (since 'it (S) is stronger than 
5) f is a continuous map of (X, Il(5) ) X (XA, %I (f)) -) (X, 5). Since 

by (3) (X, 9i (S)) X (X, qn(S) ) is locally arewise connected, it follows 
from (2) that f is a conltinuous map of 

(f5: 971 (5f) ) x 
( 

X, 9l(5f)) (X, 97 (5f) ) 

i. e., that (X, (5)) is a topological group. It also follows from (2) that 
(X, 5) and (X, 971 (5r) ) have the same arcs and hence the same one- 
parameter subgroups. This proves (5). 

3. 3. Definition. If & _ (G, 5) is a topological group, then we call 
(G, 'il(S)) the associated locally arecwise connected group of S. 
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4. Weakening the topology of a Lie group. 

4. 1. THEOREM. Let 4 be a one-to-onze representation of a locally com- 
pact group G satisfyinig the second axiom of countability onto a locally 
arcwise connected gr oup HI. Then '-1 is conztinuous, i. e., 4) is an isomorphism 
of G with H. 

Proof. Let V be a compact ileighborhood of eG, the identity of G. It 
will suffice to show that + (V) is a neighborhood of eH, the identity of II. 
Choose an open, symmetric ileighborhood U of eG such that u2 C V. Then 
V-U is compact, so )(V -U) is compact and hence that complement of 
4) (V - U) is a neighborhood of eI. Let X be an arewise connected neighbor- 
hood of eH such that XX-1 does not meet 4) (V - U). 

Given g, and g2 in 4-' (X) we put g1 g2 if and only in g1g92-' U. 
Since lr is a symmetric neighborhood of es, it follows that -- is a 
symmetric, reflexive relation on 4-) (X). If gl g2 and g2 g3 then 
g -g3 - = (g1g2-) (g2g3-l) e 172 C V. But 4(9193-') == 4(g1)0(g3)-1 C XX' and 
since XX-1 is disjoiint from ( ( V - U), it follows that g1g3-' E U C l so 
g,g,. Hence - is also transitive and hence is an equivalence relation oll 
4)'(X). Let {g,} be a complete set of representatives of +-1 (X) under , 
onle of which we cail take to be eG. Given g EC -l (X) we can find a 9a 
such that ga, g so gE C ga. Thus { Ug,} is a covering of 4-1 (X). If 
g C Ugn n Ugp, then gag--l E C -1 U and ggp-l C U, so gg'gp-1 72 c V. But 
)(gagp-1) C X-X' which is disjoint from qb(V- U) so gacg-1 C U C u s0 

ga,gp aind a = . Hence the UgC are disjoint and therefore, since thev 
have non-empty interiors and G satisfies the second axiom of countability, it 
follows that {( ga} is a countable set. Now since 4 is one-to-one, {X n 4C(Uga)} 
is a countable disjoint covering of X. Moreover since U is closed and included 
in TV it is compact. I-Jence each UJga is compact, so each 4(Ug,) is compact, 
so each X no 4)(Uga) is closed in X. Now xfn4)(UeG) is not empty, and 
in fact contains eH. Sinice A is arewise connected it follows from (2. 2) 
that x n f (C7) =X. Thus X C 4 ( U) C q ( U2) C ( ( V) so 4(V) is a neigh- 
borhood of eH as was to be proved. 

4. 2. THEOREM. Let & be a locally arcwise connected, locally compact 
group satisfyintg the second axiomn of countability. If the underlying group 
of & is a topological groutp ,V in a topology u'eaker than the topology of b, 
then .& is the associated locally arcwise connected group of S *. In particular, 
& * is locally arcwise connected, then & - &. In anly case the arc com/- 
ponents of open subspaces of & * form a base for the topology of & and both 
& and &V have the same one-parameter subgroups. 
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Proof. Let &** be the associated locally arewise connected group of & *. 
Since, by definition, the topology of & ** is the weakest locally arewise con- 
nected topology stronger than the topology of 2 ', it follows that the topology 
of S is stronger than the topology of & **, i. e., the identity map 0 is a 
representation of & on Lv It follows from (4. 1) that 4 is an isomorphism 
of & with 2**,i.e. 2,2,**. 

4.3. COROLLARY. If A (G, 5) is a Lie group satisfying the second 
axiom of countability, then the topology 5 of & is minimal in the set of 
all locally arcwise connected group topologies for- G. 

5. The compact-open and modified compact-open topologies. Let X 
be a topological space and let 54 (X) denote the group of all homneomorphisms 
of X on itself. Given subsets of X K1, , .[ and , , with the 

Ki compact and the 61 open define 

(K1, *, Kn;1y .. n 0n) = {h E S (X): h (K) C Oj, i 1 n} 

The compact-open topology for 54 (X) is by definition the topology in 
which sets of the above form are a basis. If H is a subgroup of 9 (X), 
then the compact-open topology for H is the topology induced on H by the 
compact-open topology for X9 (X); equivalently it is the topology which has 
as a basis sets of the form 

(K1,* K n; 01n - 6 ,On) H~ {h EH: h (Kj) C 0j, i 1** n}. 

We refer the reader to [1] for details concerning the compact-open topology 
(it is called the k-topology there). We will need the following facts proved 
in [1]. 

5.1. If X is locally compact, then the comitpact-open topology for a 
group of homeomorphisms of X is admissibly strong and is weaker than 
any other admissibly strong topology. 

5.2. If X is locally compact and locally connected, then every group 
of homeomorphisms of X is a topological group in its compact-open topology. 

Immediate from the definition of the compact-open topology is 

5. 3. PROPOSITION. If H is a group of hormeom-torphisms of a space 
and G a subgroup of H, then the compact-open topology for H induces on G 
the compact-open topology for G. 

Another fact we will need is 
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5. 4. P.HovostorioN. If X is a locally compact space satisfying th e 
secont,d axiom of countability, then the compact-open topology for any group 
II of homeomorphi.sms of X also satisfies the second axiom of countability. 

Proof. Choose a basis for the topology of X consisting of a sequence 
(Oi} such that each Os is compact. Thein sets of the form (0!,- , -,,; 
Oh' , Oi,,) H give a countable base for the compact-openl topology for H. 

If & is a topological grouip, theni the bilateral uniform structure 
for A is that uniform structure generated by uniformities of the form 
( (g, h) E s X &: gh1,- and g-'h C V} for some neighborhood iV of the inden- 
tity in S. Like the left anid right uniform structures for & the bilateral 
uniform structure is compatible with the topology of S. It has a coluntable 
base, aild is henice equiivalent to a metric, if and only if & satisfies the flirst 
axiom of countability. Now in [1] Arens shows that if X is a locally 
compact, locally coninected space and 54(X) is the group of all homeomor- 
phisms of X made into a topological group (5. 2) by giving it its compact- 
open topology, theii 91(X) is complete in its bilateral uniform structure 
(but not generally in its left and right uniform structures). If we now 
assume that X satisfies the second axiom of countability aind use (5.4), 
we get a fact mentioned in a footnote of [1]. 

5. 5. PROPOSITION. Let X be a locally compact, locally contnected space 
satisfying the second axiom of countability and let H be a group of homeo- 
morphisms of X which is closed, relative to the compact-open topology, in 
the group of all h omeomorphi.sm of X. Then the compact-open topology 
for HI can be der ived from a conmplete metric, hence IS is of the second 
category inw its co-n pact-open topology. 

Now it is a well-klnown fact that a conltinuous one-to-one homomorphism 
of a locally compact topological group G satisfying the second axiom of 
countability onto a topological group H of the second category is necessarily 
bicontinuous (see, for example, Theorem XIII, page 65 of Pontrjagin's 
Topological Groups, where the proof is given under the assumption that H 
is locally compact, but only the consequence, that H is of the second category, 
is actuallv used). Using this result together with (5. 1) and (5. 5) we get: 

5. 6. PROPOSITION. Let X be a locally compact, locally connected space 
satisfying the seconid axiom of countability and let H be a group of homeo- 
morphisms of X which is closed, relative to the compact-open topology, in 
the group of all homeomorphisms of X. If H is a topological group in an 
admissibly strong, locally compact topology 5 which satisfies the second 
axiom of countability, then 5 is the compact-open topology for II. 
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5. . PROPOSITION. Let X be a locally compact space, G a topological 
gr oup, and 4) an action of G on X whose range lies in a group H of 
hoineomorphisms of X. Then 4 is a continuous map of G into H when the 
l(atter is given its compact-open topology. 

1'roof. Let K be the kernel of 4). It follows from the fact that 4 is 
ani action that K is closed in G. Let h be the canonical homomorphism 
of G oi GU/K and 4 -= o h the canonical factoring of 4). Since lb is 
continuous, it will suffice to show that + is continuous when H is given its 
comnpact-opeii topology. Now it follows from the fact that h is an open 
ma)ping that + is an action of G/K on X and of course + is one-to-one. 
Tlhlus it suffices to prove the theorem when 4 is one-to-one (i.e., effective in 
the uisual terminology). It is then no loss of generality to assume that G 
is a subgroup of H and that 4) is the injection mapping. We can then 
restate the proposition as follows: if the topology of G is admissibly strong 
it is stronger than the topology induced on G by the compact-open topology 
of IH. Since by (5. 3) II induces the compact-open topology oni G, this 
restatement is a consequence of (5. 1). 

Taking G = R in (5. 7) and recalling the definition of admissibly weak 
we have 

5. 8. COROLLARY. If X is a locally compact space, then the compact- 
open topology for a group of homeomorphisms of X is always admissibly 
weak. 

5. 9. Definitionw. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of a space X. 
the modified compact-open topology for G is the topology resulting fron 
applying the operation /f7 (3. 1) to the compact-open topology for G. In 
other words it is the topology for G in which the arc components of open 
subspaces of G (relative to the compact-open topology) form a base. 

A word of caution: since the operation c97 does not in general commute 
with the operation of inducing a topology on a subspace, there is no analogue 
of (5. 3) for the modified compact-open topology, i. e., the modified compact- 
open topology f or a group H of homeomorphisms des not in general induce 
on a subgroup G of H the modified compact-open topology for G. 

5. 10. PROPOSITION. If X is a locally compact space and G is a group 
of homeomorphisms of X, then the modified compact-open topology for G 
cant be characterized as the weakest admissibly strong topology for G which 
is locally arcwise connected. Moreover, the modified compact-open topology 
for G is also admissibly weak. 
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Proof. The first conclusion follows from (5. 1) and (3. 2(3)). 1-f 5 is 
an action of R on X with range in G, then by (5. 7) 0 is continuious Nvhen1 
G is given its compact-open topology and heilce by (3. 2(2)) whel (G is 
given its modified comllpact-open topology, i. e., the miiodified com)act-open 
topology for G is admiissibly weak. 

a. 11. PROPOSITION. Let X be a locally compact space antd Gr a group 
of homeomorphismns of X. Then the mwodified compact-opent topology is a 
Lie topology for G if and ontly if it miakes G a Lie group. Th-e saine is true 
of the compact-opent topology. 

Proof. This follows directly from the (lefinition of a Lie topology (1. 4) 
since we have seen (5. 1, 5). 8. 5). 10) that both the compact-open and modified 
compact-openi topologies are admissibly strong arid adimiissibly weak. 

5. 12. PROPoS1TloN. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of a locally 
comnpact, locally connected space X. Then G is a locally arcwise connected 
topological group in its modified compact-opent topology. M11oreover, G has 
the same one-parameter subgroups when given either its compact-open topology 
or its modified compact-open topology, in fact, in each case they are exactly 
the actionts of R on X with range in G. 

Proof. The first coincluision follows from (5. 2) and (3. 2(5)). Since 
we have seen that both the compact-open anid modified compact-open topologies 
are admissibly weak and admissibly stronig, the final conclusion follows froimi 
(1.2). 

5. 13. PROPOSITION. If X is a locally compact space satisfying th e 
second axiom of countability, then the modified compact-open topology for 
any group of homeomorphisms of X satisfies the first axiom of countability. 

Proof. (5.4) and (3.2(1)). 

In general, however, it will not be true in the above case that the 
nmodified compact-open topology, like the compact-open topology, satisfies the 
second axiom of countabilitv. 

The following is one of ouir main results concerniilg Lie traiisfornmation 
groups. 

5. 14. THEOREAM. Let s (G, 5) be a Lie group satisfying the second 
axiom of countability whose utnderlying group G is a group of homeomor- 
phisms of a locally compact, locally connected space X. If the topology 7 
of & is admissibly strong, then it is automatically admissibly weak and hence 
G is a Lie transformationt gr-ouz) of X and 5 its Lie topology. Moreover 5 
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is the miodified compact-open topology for G and if X satisfies the second 
axiom of countability and G is closed, relative to the compact-open topology, 
in the group of all homeomorphisms of X, then 5 is the compact-open 
topology for G. 

Proof. Since by (5.10) the modified compact-open topology for G is 
admissibly weak, everything will follow once we show that 5 is the modified 
compact-open topology (the final conclusion is a consequence of (5. 6)). 

Let &* denote G taken with the modified compact-open topology. By 
(5. 12) &* is a locally arewise connected topological group. Since & is 
locally arcwise connected and has an admissibly strong topology, it follows 
from (5. 10) that the topology of & is stronger than the topology of * 
Theni by (4. 3) &- *, i. e., 5 is the modified compact-open topology for (G. 

5. 15. COROLLARY. If a Lie topology for a group G of hiomeomorphismits 
of a locally compact, locally connected space satisfies the secontd axiom of 
countability, then it is the modified compact-open topology for G. 

5. 16. COROLLARY. If X is a locally compact, locally connected space, 
then the connected Lie tranisformation groups of X are precisely the groups 
of homeomorphisms of X whlich are connected Lie groups in their modified 
compact-open topology. 

Proof. (5. 11) gives one part of the equivalence and, since a connected 
Lie group satisfies the second axiom of countability, (5. 15) gives the other. 

It is niot possible in (5. 14) to drop the assumption that & satisfies 
the second axiom of countability. For example, if G is a non-trivial con- 
nected Lie transformation group of a locally compact, locally connected 
space X, then in the discrete topology G would satisfy the hypotheses, but 
not the conielusion of (5.14). This shows that Theorem 9 of [1] is false 
as stated. The latter states a result similar to part of (5. 14) in a special 
case. It is probably true when the second axiom of countabiilty is added as 
an assumption on the group G, however, the simple (but invalid) analytical 
proof given seems irreparable and topological argumenits of the type we have 
used seem necessary. 

6. Some dimension theory. In what follows a space stated to have 
dimension, finite or infinite, is assumed to have a separable metric topology. 
This is so that all the theorems of [3] will be valid. If X is a compact 
space and C a closed subset of X, then Hq (X, C) will deniote the q-dimen- 
sional Cech cohomology group of X modulo C. and IV (X, C) will denote 

13 
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the q-dimensional cohoniotopy classes of XV relative to C, i.e., the homotopy 
classes of mappings of X into the q-sphere Sq whieh carry C into the north 
pole po. We wish first to show that if dimL X q > 0, then these two sets 
are in one-to-one correspondence. Recall first that if c E XV and q > 0, then 
Hq(X, {c}) is isomorIpbic to Hq(XV) JJ"(LV, 0) andl that llq(X, {c}) is 
clearly i-n one-to-oile corresponidence with Hq (XL) llq (L, 0). Now let L 
be the space formed by idelntifyingc the closed( sul)set C of the compact space 
.L to a sinTle pOillt c, anld let f be tlle natural projection of X on LV. 

Then f is a relativre homeoiiiorphism of (XV, C) oni (V, {c}), so, by 
Theorem 5.4, pa-es 266 of [2], fl is an isomorphism of iq (LV, (s}) with 
II1 (XL, C). It is also clear that 11((. {C}) is inil natural onie-to-one 
correspoindence with HIF(AX, {c}). Now suppose dimi LXV= n < co. Theii 
lim (XL-f{c}) dim (XL-C)? n so, by (Corollarv 2, page 32 of [3], 
dimLV.-_ ?t. Now if dim X <n, both IHIn(LV) and IPl(i) containi just one 
point, while if dimL-n, then HJn l(L) and IIn(X) are in onle-to-onie corres- 
pondence by Theorem VIII 2, page 149 of [3]. Suppose now that n > 0 
and let us put all these oine-to-one corresponidences together: 

HI'(X, C) <- 128=t { C}I) <- Hn (_k) <4 ln(X) +->Ip(1, { C}I) <4 1n(X, C). 

6. 1. LEMMA. If X is a compact space of dimension n (O <n <oo), 
then there is a one-to-on?e correspondence between Hn(XV,C) alnd II(Ln,C). 

6. 2. THIEOREM. Let XV be a compact space of finite dimensiont n > 0. 
Then there is a closed sutbset C of X for which there exists an essential map 
of the pair (2LV C) itnto (Sn,Po). 

Proof. Sinee the inessential maps of (X, C) inlto (Sn, po) are just 
those in the samiie homotopy class as the constant map P, it suffices to show 
that II (X, C) containis more than one element for some closed subset C 
of X. In view of the lemma it suffices to find1 a closed subset C of XV for 
which Hn (X, C) & 0. But if on the contrary H" (X, C) 0 for all closed 
subsets C of LV, then it would follow from Thleoremi VIII 4, page 152 of [3] 
that diim L ? n - 1, a cointradiction. 

6. 3. BORSUK'S THEOREM. Let Y be a closed subspace of a space X 
and C a closed subspace of 1P. Let f and g be homotopic mapptngs of (Y, C) 
into (S,, po). If f has an extension F over X relative to 5S", thent there is 
atn extension G of g over L such that F and (7 are hoinotopic mnappings of 

(X. C) inito (S", Po). 

I"-roof. This is stated anid proved as Theoren VI 5. page 86 of ! 3] foi 
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the case C =- 0. However the proof given actually proves the more general 
relativized form stated above. 

6.4. LEMMi}A. Let Y be a closed1 subset of a space X and C a closed 
subset of Y. Let F be (t m7tap of (Xt;, C) into (Sn, po) such that f, the 
restriction of F to 1Y, is an in essential mnap of (1, C) in1to (Sn,pPo). Then 
ther-e is a nleighborhoodT V of Y such that the restriction of F to V is an 
inessential nap of (It, C) inito (Sn, pO). 

Proof. Let g 1)e the constant map y ->po of (Y, C) into (Sn, po). 
By assumption f and g are homotopic map)pings of (Y, C) into (S",, pO), 
lhence by (6. 3) there is an extension G of g over X such that F anid G are 
in the samne liomotop)y class as mnappings of (X,C) into (S'l,po). A fortiori 
if V is anyv- nieighborhood of Y, theni the restrictions of F and G to V are 
homotopic ma)ps of (V,C) into (S't,po), hence it suffices to find a neighbor- 
hood V of Y -for which G restricted to V is an inessential map of (V, C) 
ilnto (Sn.pJ)o). But clearly ir U is anyv contractible neighborhood of po o01 
Sn theni G-1((T) V Works. 

The following result, or at least closely related ones, are known. hIow- 
ever the proof is short and we include it for completeness. 

6. 5. ThIEOREM1. Let C be a closed sutbspace of a compact space X antd 
let f be ani, essential mzap of the pair (X, C) into (S,, po). Then the family 
S of closed subsets Y of X which include C and for which the restriction 
of f to Y is an essential map of (Y, C) into (Sn, Pa) contains a minimal 
element. 

P'roof. Bv Zornl's lemma it suffices to show that the ordering of a by 
inClusion is inductive, i. e., if r is a chain in a and F is the intersection of 
the elenmenits of r, then we mnust show that F E F. Suppose on the contrary 
that F S. Since clearly CC F this means that f restricted to F is an 
inessential map of (F, C) into (Sn, p6) and hence by (6. 4) there is an open 
set V inceltuding F such that f restricted to V is an inessential map of (V, C) 
into (Sn, p,). Now {Y- V: Y E r} is a chain of compact sets with empty 
intersectioni and hence Y - V is empty for some Y E r. But then Y C V 
and hence the restriction of f to Y is an inessential map of (Y, C) into 
(Si', po) so Y ? 5, contradicting rc C . 

7. A criterion for Lie groups. This section contains the proof of a 
theorenm reported by one of the authors in [4]. 
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7. 1. THEOREM. Let G be a locally arcwise connected topological group. 
If X is a non-void compact, metrizable subspace of G of dimension n <00, 
then either X has an interior point or else there is an arc A in G such that 
AX is compact, metrizable and of dimension greater than n. 

P'roof. We note first that if A is any arc in G, then AX is compact and 
metrizable. In fact, A is the continuous image of the unit interval I under 
some map -a so that AX is the conitinuous image of the compact, metrizable 
space I X X under the continuous map (t, x) -> a (t) x. The desired result 
now follows from Satz IX, ? 3, Chapter II of [7]. 

If n =0 then either G is discrete, in which case every point of X is an 
interior point, or else G has a nonl-trivial arc A in which case AX has a non- 
trivial arc and therefore is of dimension greater than or equal to one. 

Now suppose n > 0. By (6.2) we can find a closed subset C of X for 
which there exists an essential map f of the pair (X, C) into (S's, po). By 
(6. 5) there is a closed subset X' of X including C such that f restricted 
to X' is an essential map of the pair (X', C) into (Sn, pO), but for any non- 
void open subset U of X' disjoint from C the restriction of f to AX'- U is 
an inessential map of (X'- U, C) onto (Sn, po). Without loss of generality 
we can assume that e E X'- C, for in any case this cain he arranged by a 
translation. 

Let V be an arewise connected neighborhood of e suchi that V-'v is 
disjoint from C. Suppose now that A has no interior points. Then certainly 
V-1 is not included in X', so we can find a continiuous map cr of the unit 
interval into G suchI that o(0) = e, A = ranige of a C V, and cr(l) - AT'. 
Then e d (1 )X', heince since X' is compact, we caii fin(d aui open neighbor- 
hood U of e with U C V and C disjoint from a (1) A'. By the c hoice of AX' 
the restriction of f to T'- U is homotopic, as a map of the pair (XT'- U, C) 
into (S,, po), to the conistant mapping x -> pro. 13y (6. 3) it follows that 
there is a map g of the pair (X', C) into (S's, po) such that g (r) = p,o for 
x E A'- U whi(h is honiotop)ic to the restriction of f to XT' aAIi therefore 
is essential. 

Now note that AC U a (1).A' is disjoint from C. In fact, {or was chosen 
disjoint from a(l)X' while, since A CV and V-'V is (lisjoint from C. it 
follows that AC is (lisjoint from V and a fortiori from C. Thleni since 
g (x) =pPO for x. E' X- U it follows that the defllining conditions hI(x) =yp 
for xE AC U o(1)AX', h (x) = g(x) for xE AT' are non-contra(lietorv and 
define a continuous mapping h of AT'UACUcr(l)X' into SN. It follows 
from the essentiality of g that h does not have a continuous extension over 
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AX' relative to Sn. In fact, if h were such an extension of h, then 
H: IXX'`-S , defined by H(t,x) =hi(r(t)x) would be a homotopy of g 
(considered as a map of the pair (X', C) into (S4n, po)) with the constant 
map x - po. It follows a fortiori that h does not have a continuous extension 
over AX relative to &.. Since as we have already seen AX is metrizable, 
we can apply the theorems of [3]. In particular, by Theorem VI 4, page 83 
of [3], the existence of a continuous mapping of a closed subspace of AX 
into Sn which does not admit a continuous extension over all of AX implies 
that dim (AX)> n. 

7. 2. THEOREYM. A locally arcwi.se connected topological group G int 
which the compact metrizable subspaces arwe of bounded dimension is a Lie 
group. 

Proof. Let n be the least upper bound of the dimensions of the compact, 
metrizable subspaces of G and let X be a compact metrizable subspace of G 
of dimension n. By (7. 1) X has an interior point g. Then V g-1X is a 
compact n-dimensional neighborhood of the identity in G. Hence G is a 
locally connected, locally compact, it-dimensional topological group and, by 
the theorem on page 185 of [5], G is a Lie group. 

7. 3. COROLLARY. If G is a topological group in which the compact, 
metrizable subspaces are of bounded dimension, then the associated locally 
ar cwise con-nected g-roup of G (Definitiont 3. 3) is a Lie group. 

Proof. Since the topology of G*, the associated locally arewise con- 
nected group of G, is stronger than the topology of G, the compact metrizable 
subspaces of G* are also compact metrizable subspaces of G and hence have 
houinded dimension. 

7.4. COROLLARY. Let G be a topological group in which some neigh- 
borhwood of the identity admits a continuous one-to-one map into a finite 
dimensional metric space. Then the associated locally arcwise connected 
group of G is a Lie group and in particular if G is locally arcwise connected, 
then G is a Lie group. 

Proof. Let f be a continuous one-to-one map of a closed neighborhood 
V of the identity into a finite dimensional metric space X. Given a compact 
subspace K of G and kc E K, kV n K is a compact neighborhood of k in K. 
The map h -> f(k-1h) maps kV n K homeomorphically onto a compact sub- 
space of X. It follows that kV n K is of dimension less than or equal to n. 
Since each point of K has a neighborhood of dimension less than or equal 
to n, it follows that dim (K) ? n and (7.4) now follows from (7. 3). 
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8. A criterion for Lie transformation groups. 

8. 1. Definition. A set c1 of homeomorphisms of a space X will be said 
to be faithfully represented by a subset F of X if 4 C @ and + (x) = x for all 
x e F implies 4) is the identity map of X. 

8.2. THEOREM. Let & = (G, 5) be a Lie group whose underlying 
group G is a group of homeomorphism of a space X and whose topology 5 
is admissibly strong. Then some neighborhood of the identity in s is 
faithfully repersented by a finite subset F of X. In fact, if dim tn 

then F can be taken to have n or fewer points. 

Proof. Given a finite subset F of X, let 

Gp({gE G: gt(x) x for all xE F . 

Each GF is a closed subgroup of & and hence a Lie group. It will suffice 
to prove that for some F containing n or fewer points, GF is zero-dimensional 
and hence discrete. We prove this by showinig that if dim GF > 0, then for 
some x E X we have dim Gp u t{ < dimi GF. In fact, let 4): t -e t be a non- 
trivial one-parameter subgroup of GF and let t be a real number such that 
ot=/=e. Choose x E X such that q5t(x) 5- x. Then GF is a subgroup of 
GF and 4) is a one-parameter subgroup of GF but not of GFU{ ,* 

There is a partial converse to (8. 2), namely, 

8. 3. THEOREM. Let (G, 5) be a topological group -whose under- 
lying group G is a group of homeonm-orphisms of a fintite dimensional metric 
space X and whose topology 5 is admissibly strong. If somiie neighborhood 
of the identity in & is faithfully representted by a finite subset of X, then 
the associated locally arcwise connected group of & is a Lie group, and in 
particular if & is locally arcwise connected, it is a Lie group. 

Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of the identitv in & faithfully 
represented by a finite subset xl, , xn of X and choose a nleighborhood V 
of the identity with V-1VCU. Then f: g - (g(xi), >g(x,))) is a 
continuous map of V into Xn. MIoreover, if f(g) f(h) for g, h E V then 
g-lh (x) = lg (xi) =- xi, i - 1, 2. , n; since g-h E U, it follows that 
g-lh = e or g = h. Thus f is one-to-one and since dim Xn - n dim X<oo, 
the proposition follows from (7. 4). 

8.4. THEOREM. Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, finite 
dimensional metric space. A necessary and sufficient condition for a group 
G of homeomorphisms of X to be a Lie transformation group of X with the 
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modified conpact-open topology as its Lie topology is that some modified 
compact-open neighborhood of the identtity in G be faithfully represented by 
a finite subset of X. 

Proof. Necessity follows from (8. 2). Sinice the mnodified compact-open 
topology for G is admissibly strong (5. 10) and makes G a locally arcwise 
connected topological group (5. 12), sufficiency follows from (8. 3). 

Since the modified compact-open neighborhoods of the identity are 
generally impossible to determine while the comlipact-open neighborhoods of 
the identity are explicitly given, the following corollary to (8. 4) is a more 
useful criterion than the theorem itself. 

8. 5. COIROLLARY. Let G be a gr1oupl) of horcotmeorphisms of a locally 
compact, locally coninected, finite dim-ebr,esionld imetric space X. If some 
compact-opetn neigh borh0ood of the identity in G i.s faithfully represented by 
a finite subset of X, thent G is a Lie transformation group of X and the 
modified conmpact-open topology for G is its Lie topology. In particular, 
if G itself is faith fully represented by a finite subset of X, it is a Lie 
transformttationb grolup of X with the modified comipact-open topology as its 
Lie topology. 

Proof. A compact-open ileighborhood of the idenitity in G is a fortiori 
a modified compact-open neighborhood of the identity. 

It is perhaps in order here to remark on the relevance (or rather irrele- 
vance) of the various metrizability assumptions we have miade in Section 6 
anld thiereafter. In general these have been made to justify the use made of 
theorems prove(d in [3], where all spaces are taken to be separable metric. 
However, since all the spaces to which dimension arguments are directly 
applied are, in this paper, compact, it is possible as the referee suggests to 
use the Lebesquie definition of dime-nsion in terms of the minimum number 
of interesecting sets in small open coverings, and drop all references to 
metrizability. For the results in Section 6 and for Theorem 7. 1 this would 
strengthein our results. However for the main theorem, Theorem 7. 2, 
dropping the reference to metrizability would at least formally weaken the 
theorem. Using the referee's suggestion, Corollary 7. 4 can be strengthened 
by replacing metric by compact in its statement. That this gives a really 
stronger result follows from the fact that a finite dimensional metric space 
can be imbedded in a finite dimensional compact space. In fact the referee 
notes that locally compact can replace metric in Corollary 7. 4, provided the 
dimension of a locallv compact space is defined as the supremum of the 
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dimensions of its compact subspaces. This is immediate from the proof of 
this corollary. Having noted this last fact it follows that in Theorems 8. 3 
and 8. 4 and in Corollary 8.5 we can drop the assumption that X is metric. 

9. A conjecture. Let X be a connected manifold satisfying the second 
axiom of countability. Let G be a connected Lie transformation group of X, 
or what is the same (5. 16), a group of homeomorphisms of X that is a 
connected Lie group in its modified compact-open topology. Let (7 be the 
closure of G, relative to the compact-open topology, in the group of all homeo- 
morphisms of X. Then we conjecture that CG is also a Lie transformation 
group of X and that the Lie topology of G1 is its compact-open topology. 

If this is so, thein the structure of the class of conniiected Lie transforma- 
tion groups of X is very clear. On the one hand, there are those groups 
of homeomorphisms of X which are connected Lie groups in their compact- 
open topology, and all others are analytic subgroups of these. The validity 
of this structure theorem would have mnany interesting consequences. 

If Ml is a differentiable manifold with X as its underlying topological 
manifold, then we define a Lie transformation group of M1 to be a Lie 
transformation group of X consistiiig entirely of differentiable homeomor- 
phisms. The differentiable structure of 1I allows one to develop ain infinitesi- 
mal characterization of Lie transformation groups of ll in terms of vector 
fields on Ml. This is carried out by one of the authors in a recent Memoir 
of the American Mathematical Society [6]. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 
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